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Dolce & Gabbana is  bols tering the next generation of talent with a new scholarship. Image credit: Cos ta Smeralda Hotels .
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Italian fashion house Dolce & Gabbana is bolstering the next generation of talent with a new scholarship.

In collaboration with scholarship granting organization Point Foundation, the fashion house has introduced a new
fund to help aid fashion students. The collaborators announced the scholarship in conjunction with International
Coming Out Day which is Oct. 11.

Fostering talent 
The Point Foundation is a scholarship fund that distributes financial assistance for LGBTQ students in the United
States.

The new four-year scholarship serves as a joint push in assisting students in furthering their education.

The recipient will be announced in June 2023. Image credit: Javier Trueba

The scholarship will assist students studying fashion or related fields in an accredited college or university in the
United States. Applications for the scholarship open on Oct. 26 and can be found at
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https://pointfoundation.org/scholarships/flagship.

The recipient will be announced in June 2023 with fund distribution beginning September 2023 for the 2023-2024
academic year.

This is Dolce & Gabbana's latest push in supporting education globally, as several other luxury brands have
introduced scholarships to prop up the next generation of talent.

Earlier this month, U.S. fashion brand Carolina Herrera advocated for women with a new scholarship program in
collaboration with The Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT).

The new educational partnership will support women studying at FIT  through four years of their studies. Citing the
importance of bolstering the young talent that permeates FIT , the brand believes that assisting in educating young
women is crucial for the fashion industry (see story).
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